ALLTAC CONCENTRIC TGS
TIS-STB

INDICATOR DETAILS

RANGE
ALLSTAR

MATERIAL
316 STAINLESS STEEL

FINISH
MACHINED

FEATURES

PATENTED STAR DESIGN
UNIQUE 16 POINT CROWN
OPTIMAL R12 SLIP RATING
WORLD'S FIRST SELF CLEANING TACTILE INDICATOR
EXTRA HEAVY DUTY 1MM WEAR LAYER IDENTIFIES COMPLIANCE
C.S.I.R.O.C.T.A.C CERTIFIED
ICE/SNOW COMPATIBLE
CHOICES OF FINISHES
SHAPED UNDERSIDE FOR BITUMEN AND CARPET INSTALLS

TESTING (PERFORMED BY CSIRO)

AS/NZS 1428.4.1
CTAC Certification Design for access and mobility - Tactile Indicators
Class 2.5.2 Design Requirements: \textit{Complies}

AS/NZS 4586 APPENDIX A
WET PENDULUM 4S: \textit{VHIGH}

AS/NZS 4586 APPENDIX D
OIL WET RAMP TEST: R12

AS/NZS 1428.4
WET & DRY LUMINOUS REFLECTANCE: 18.4 - 21.5

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

TOP OF DOME
25mm

BASE OF DOME
35mm

HEIGHT OF DOME
5mm

STEM LENGTH
12mm x 6mm
ALLTAC ALLSTAR TGS1 TIS-STB

OPTIONS

PLASTIC OUTER  PLASTIC INNER

COLOUR OPTIONS

BLUE  GREEN

RED  WHITE

YELLOW
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ALLTAC are manufacturers and distributors of quality Australian products

info@alltac.com.au  1300ALLTAC

www.alltac.com.au  1300 255 822

Allsafe products can be installed by our licensed contractors throughout Australia and overseas.